Trigeminal neuralgia associated with multiple sclerosis: A multimodal assessment of brainstem plaques and response to Gamma Knife radiosurgery.
Gamma Knife radiosurgery (GKRS) is a minimally invasive procedure for trigeminal neuralgia secondary to multiple sclerosis (MS-TN). Patients with MS-TN experience suboptimal response rates to treatment, and the relationship between trigeminal microstructure and treatment outcome is poorly understood. To characterize imaging features of MS-TN pain and GKRS response. 3 T diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), T1-w, T2-w, and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences were acquired for 18 MS-TN patients undergoing GKRS. Brainstem plaques were standardized into a common space to determine plaque distribution. Ratio of T1-w/T2-w or "myelin maps (MM)" was generated. Multi-tensor tractography was used to delineate the radiosurgical target (RT), root entry zone (REZ), and proximal pontine segment (PPS) of the trigeminal nerves. Laterality of MS-TN is associated with increased axial diffusivity at the PPS, whereas decreased MM at the PPS correlated with poor GKRS response. Preoperatively, GKRS responders have higher fractional anisotropy at the RT, higher axial diffusivity at the REZ, and higher MM intensities at the PPS. This study demonstrates that diffusivities and MM intensities are important correlates of pain and treatment response, respectively. Overall, preoperative multimodal assessment of the central trigeminal pathway is a better indicator of GKRS response than postoperative assessment of the reduction in fractional anisotropy peripherally.